
VITRO ZEN
COFFETEK
Bean to cup

The Coffetek Vitro Zen brings coffee shop style drinks 
to your workplace. With a small footprint and modern 
ebony glass finish, the Vitro Zen fits perfectly into 
busy environments that are short of space. Extremely 
easy to use, simply order your chosen beverage using 
the in-touch user interface. Choose from speciality 
coffee favourites including espresso, cafe latte and 
mocha, then personalise your drink with an extra shot, 
milk or sugar.

A compact bean to cup coffee 
machine that delivers up to 
300 cups per day of delicious 
coffee, hot chocolate and fresh 
brew tea.



 

ULTRA COMPACT
With a compact footprint of just 480 x 
590mm, the Vitro Zen fits comfortably 
on a worktop in a small office kitchen. 
Free-standing base unit is also 
available. 

A+ ENERGY RATING
The Zen automatically lowers boiling 
temperatures during inactivity and 
can be programmed to shut down 
completely at night when out of use.

I-DETECT VEND SYSTEM
The Vitro Zen includes an integrated 
cup dispenser for disposable cups. 
Should you prefer to use your own 
cup, the system will automatically 
detect it.

FRESH LEAF TEA
For lovers of a good old fashioned 
cuppa, the Vitro Zen offers delicious 
tea prepared using fresh leaves for 
maximum flavour. 
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FEATURES

Voltage 230Vac, 13A Single Phase 

Frequency 50Hz

Power 1800 W

Brewing Systems Espresso & Fresh Brew Tea

No of Selections 9

Pre-selections 3

In-touch user interface

I-detect cup dispense

Optional base cabinet

Paperless brewing system

COFFEE BEANS

Capacity 1900g

Cups 235

LEAF TEA

Capacity 300g

Cups 150

MILK POWDER

Capacity 1100g

Cups 275

MILK GRANULES

Capacity 800g

Cups 200

CHOCOLATE

Capacity 1500g

Cups 75

SUGAR

Capacity 2100g

Cups 350

CANISTER CAPACITIES

DIMENSIONS
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